Case Study
EAST
KENTUCKY
POWER CO-OP
Impressed with the flexibility of
the Integral platform, ENKON was
selected by East Kentucky Power
Cooperative to build and deploy a
feature-rich, enterprise-wide
Land Rights Management (LRM)
software solution.

About EKPC
More than 530,000 homes and
businesses in 87 Kentucky counties
depend on East Kentucky Power
Cooperative and its 16 ownermember cooperatives for safe,
reliable, affordable electric power.

The Objectives
• Provide land rights workflow
• Manage Right-of-Way
activities and documentation
• Generate GIS-enabled reports
• File field reports on the fly
• Customizable fields and reports
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Decrease Service Delivery Time
Integral improves efficiency by
dramatically reducing processing time.

Powerful Reporting
Accurate metrics allow your organization
to measure departmental efficiencies and
improve service delivery.

Superior Data Integrity
Reduction of data redundancy, increased
accuracy and prevention of data loss.

The Work
ENKON worked closely with East Kentucky Power Cooperative (“EKPC”) to
provide an enterprise-wide Land Rights Management software solution to
systematically manage right-of-way activities and information, including
negotiation details, approvals, and legal proceedings, along with right-ofway document management.

The Results
The solution ENKON provided to EKPC included the migration of existing data from EKPC’s Microsoft Access database which contained
legacy land rights data such as property owner information, scanned
deeds, easements, and restrictions. The Land Rights Management
solution integrates with EKPC’s Document Central (Oracle’s WCC/UCM),
a corporate document repository which hosts acquisition notes, deeds,
easements, and land rights agreements. ENKON also integtrated with
EKPC’s ESRI GIS system to help provide robust reporting, including out-ofthe-box reports and custom user-built reports.
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The versitility of the Integral platform allowed ENKON to provide EKPC
with the ability to add spatial information/layers and submit notes and
photos from the “field” in real time while online, or in “disconnect” mode
that syncs the application when connectivity is restored. The feature-rich
ENKON Land Rights Management solution also allows for the documenting of conversations with property owners and uploading multiple
easements and deeds, all while offering granular levels of security based
on roles with various read/write authorizations.

